MEDIA RELEASE
Embargo: Concurrent with release of IPCC Working Group II Report (planned for Monday 31
March at 9am Japan time)

WWF: Earth is in deep trouble says IPCC report
Yokohama, Japan- (31 March) – A UN climate impact report, released today, gives the
clearest and most comprehensive evidence yet that the earth we call home is in deep
trouble. It reinforces the sobering view that climate change is real, it’s happening now
and it’s affecting the lives and the livelihoods of people as well as the sensitive
ecosystems that sustain life.
This is the second in a series of four reports being prepared by the world’s leading
climate authorities in the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). It
assesses the impacts, adaptation and vulnerability of human and natural systems, the
observed impacts and future risks of climate change, and the potential for and limits to
adaptation.
Samantha Smith, leader of the WWF Global Climate & Energy Initiative says the report
highlights, for the first time the dramatic difference of impacts between a world

where we act now to cut emissions (which now come mostly from using fossil
fuels); and a world where we fail to act quickly and at scale.
“This report tells us that we have a clear choice: cut emissions now and invest in
adaptation - and have a world that has challenging and just barely manageable risks; or
do nothing and face a world of devastating and unmanageable risks and impacts.”
”The report makes it clear that we still have time to act. We can limit climate instability
and adapt to some of the changes we see now. But without immediate and specific
action, we are in danger of going far beyond the limits of adaptation. With this risk posed
so clearly, we have to hope that the next IPCC report which is being released in Berlin in
April, will provide us with strong statements on the solutions that we know exist,” she
says.
Despite the warnings given by the IPCC in its reports over the past 20 years - reinforced
by the release of the report today - the gap between the science and what governments
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are doing remains huge, says Sandeep Chamling Rai, head of the WWF delegation to
the meeting.
“The science is clear and the debate is over. Climate change is happening and humans
are the major cause of emissions, driven mainly by our dependence on fossil fuels. This
is driving global warming. This report sets out the impacts we already see, the risks we
face in the future, and the opportunities to act. It has been accepted by the member
governments of the IPCC. Now it is up to people to hold their governments to account, to
get them to act purposefully and immediately,” he says.
The risks of collective inaction are greatest for developing countries, says Chamling Rai.
“All countries are vulnerable but developing countries have a greater sensitivity, with
more people living in poverty and fewer resources to respond to climate disasters. We
need to put in place those measures that will slow down warming and put us on a fair
and just transition to a sustainable world. The report shows that ambitious emissions
cuts now can reduce the risk of climate change in the second half of this century.”
And the regional assessments – given in depth in this report – show with a great degree
of certainty what the impacts will be in the key regions of the world.
“”We now have a better understanding of how climate impacts will affect people and
nature in different regions. International adaptation efforts need to be intensified to
adequately respond to such varied impacts,” says Chamling Rai.

Notes to Editors:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Read the full IPCC WG2 report here
Read the IPCC media statement on the report here
Read the IPCC WG I report, The Physical Science Basis, here
Read the World Meteorological Office (WMO) Annual Climate Report 2014 here
Read the World Bank Turn Down the Heat report here

ends

For further information, please contact:
Mandy Jean Woods (communications) mwoods@wwf.org.za
@mandyjeanwoods
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Samantha Smith (leader of the Global Climate & Energy Initiative) ssmith@wwf.no
@pandaclimate
Sandeep Chamling Rai (head of the WWF delegation to the IPCC WG2) scrai@wwf.wg
@sandeepchamling
About WWF
WWF is one of the world’s largest and most respected independent conservation organisations,
with more than 5 million supporters and a global network active in over 100 countries. WWF's
mission is to stop the degradation of the earth's natural environment and to build a future in which
humans live in harmony with nature, by conserving the world's biological diversity, ensuring that
the use of renewable natural resources is sustainable, and promoting the reduction of pollution
and wasteful consumption.
The Global Climate & Energy Initiative (GCEI) is WWF’s global programme addressing climate
change, promoting renewable and sustainable energy, scaling up green finance, engaging the
private sector and working nationally and internationally on implementing low carbon, climate
resilient development.

Seize Your Power! Read more about our global campaign on renewable energy here:
www.panda.org/seizeyourpower

Follow us on Twitter: @climateWWF
Like us on facebook: www.facebook.com/WWF climate and energy
Read our blogs: http://climate-energy.blogs.panda.org/
Visit our website: www.panda.org/climateandenergy
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